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1. Business Situation and Campaign Objectives 

Business Situation 

As a leading provider of technology solutions, CDW contends against a broad set of competitors with big 
budgets.  Despite a healthy online business, only 20% of CDW’s current customers purchased IT services 
and solutions in addition to products – which represented a significant opportunity for growth.  After 
surviving a tough economic environment, IT budgets were expected to increase in 2011 – presenting a 
ripe opportunity for CDW to grow their business.  CDW’s 2011 business objectives were to grow 
profitability faster than the market, while continuing to invest in selling resources and service delivery 
capabilities. 

The challenge lied in building a campaign that would resonate with the IT Decision Maker (ITDM) target.  
We needed to build awareness of CDW’s solutions and services capabilities – and move perceptions 
away from just being a box pusher, to a full-service, national IT services and solutions provider. 

And so we launched the “People Who Get IT” campaign.  People Who Get IT explores the convergence 
between people who “get” IT and people who don’t, and how CDW plays a meaningful role in bringing 
them together to get the best from their technology. 

A limited media budget is an ongoing challenge for CDW, who is consistently outspent by competitors.  
Without the media spend required for a heavy TV campaign, where our competitors are focused, we 
needed to make do with less, and instead focused on a digital media campaign that could deliver the 
strong interaction, engagement, and brand affinity needed to influence perceptions and sales. 

Our framework began with an original creative approach, followed by a revamped digital media strategy 
that stretched the budget and tested new partners and tactics.  To maximize results, we married our 
attitudinal research with performance metrics, optimized the campaign regularly, and successfully 
exceeded goals.  This closed loop framework was a new method for CDW, but has been applied to 
ongoing campaigns due to its success.   

Campaign Objectives 

CDW plays in an extremely competitive space, and in order to meet their goals, CDW needed to first 
shift perceptions away from a traditional “box pusher” and increase awareness of their solutions 
capabilities. 

 



Role of digital media in the Corporate Brand Program: 

• Build awareness of CDW 

• Increase perceptions of CDW as an IT services/solutions provider 

• Drive engagement with the CDW brand 

• Increase site traffic to CDW.com 

 

2. Campaign Strategy 

Through our integrated account team (including planning, strategy, project management, creative, 
media, and analytics), we developed a marketing strategy that leveraged historical and industry 
learnings, but the opportunity was right to take an approach that tested a variety of “firsts” for CDW.  
Our framework included new creative, an overhaul of the existing media strategy, and performance 
accountability – evaluating a program in a way that had not been looked at before. 

New approach to creative 

The new campaign creative represented a significant change from the messaging that CDW ran 
throughout 2010.  Instead of relying on transactional messages that were nearly 100% co-op with CDW’s 
technology partners, we developed an innovative creative strategy that focused on CDW’s solutions 
capabilities and appealed to the ITDM target.  The “People Who Get IT” messaging highlighted CDW’s 
offerings and drove to a brand new integrated landing environment showcasing videos and case studies 
of how CDW has helped other organizations “Get IT.”  We expanded on the long-standing flash banner 
approach to bring digital video and expandable rich media to CDW as a means to further the 
conversation and engage with customers. 

Well-rounded media plan that delivered the most bang for the buck 

We leveraged syndicated research to identify the best media channels to target the ITDM and focused 
there.  We demonstrated that with the given budget, we could efficiently reach the ITDM with a 
primarily digital plan. 

We went beyond historical methods to push CDW to test new tactics and partners.  We looked past the 
old strategy of running only on core IT properties (with premium priced inventory and limited scale), and 
instead tested behavioral targeting and retargeting tactics, new video partners, broader-reaching sites, 
and innovative sponsorships.  We used a mix of efficient, traffic-driving partners, while also building the 
brand through high impact and engaging placements. 

Robust campaign measurement + ongoing optimizations 

We measured our brand campaign from a performance marketing mindset to maximize results.  It was 
critical to use an online advertising brand study in combination with a digital panel to measure the 
primary awareness objective, identify the incremental lift in online behaviors, and audience verification. 

Additionally, we built campaign optimization tools to evaluate our media in real-time and amplify the 
short-term engagement (site traffic, video views, rich media interactions) and improve long-term 



campaign efficiency.  We leveraged the latest data-driven media partners to build impactful audience 
segments to improve our targeting capabilities. 

Applied learnings 

We applied learnings to not only optimize the brand campaign, but carried across all CDW media 
activity.  This was key, as we were able to significantly restructure the digital media plans for Q4 2011, 
which led to sizable gains in performance, and also drastically improved production efficiencies. 

 

3. Research Contribution 

The combination of macro and micro level campaign research enabled us to demonstrate how online 
display media can impact CDW’s brand metrics, and validated the channel as a means for CDW to 
efficiently engage with its customers.  By looking at brand perceptions + online behaviors + cost 
efficiency metrics, we could adjust media spend towards the most effective partners, and increase 
rotation of best performing creative.  Through our comprehensive measurement plan, we met our 
media objectives and bettered future campaigns. 

Research at the Macro Level 

CDW had consistently spent a significant portion of their budget in online media over the past several 
years, but they had not been able to directly tie brand perceptions to an online advertising campaign.  
Equally as important as delivering results for the new CDW brand launch was the ability to prove how 
going beyond the historical media planning approach could lead to significant advances for the overall 
brand. 

Through our partnership with comScore, we established how the short-term impact of the 3 month 
launch period met objectives.  We leveraged comScore’s SmartControl methodology, as well as their 
digital panel, to execute a test vs. control advertising research study to measure the influence of the 
campaign on brand perceptions and measure the incremental lift of our campaign on online behaviors.  
Additional panel audience data synched to our Doubleclick AdServer data helped greatly to fine tune 
placement performance and quality.  More specifically, this research revealed the most impactful media 
partners, placements, and creative, and enabled us to look “beyond the click” to evaluate our media.  
We gained valuable, new insights as to how display may impact search, as CDW separates their search 
and display planning and tracking, thus opening the door for ongoing analysis and attribution 
discussions. 

This measurement attested to the success of the program where we delivered: 

- +7pt lift in awareness across all placement types 

- +2pt lift across key attributes 

- +300% incremental lift in site visitation post campaign exposure 

- +85% incremental lift in search activity post campaign exposure 

 

 



Research at the Micro Level 

Fundamental, real-time campaign performance data paved the way for ongoing optimizations.  We 
complimented our brand measurement with a performance marketing approach and used engagement 
metrics (site traffic, video engagement, rich media interactions) to optimize media to efficiently reach 
and engage our target.  Data-driven audience segments (another first for CDW) based on online 
behaviors and retargeting contributed to overall campaign efficiency and produced a steady stream of 
qualified traffic.   

Key results include: 

- Contributed to +20% increase in site traffic YoY 

- Rich media interaction rate +40% better than industry benchmark 

- CTR +76% vs. average 

- CPC +8% better than average 

Figure 1: Optimizing media partners based on impact to brand metrics, engagement, and efficiency. 

  

4. Business Results 

Research findings validated campaign performance, and more importantly, were the basis of campaign 
development for ongoing programs. 

Based on the strong results delivered during the launch period, we were able to rebuild CDW’s 
remaining media plans for Q4 2011.  One of the most important successes of the brand campaign was 
proving that the framework of a well-rounded media plan, plus a sound creative strategy would yield 
notable gains.  This was a substantial change (and significant improvement) from CDW’s previous 
approach that included a list of 80+ niche media partners and over 1000 creative units.  We’ve been able 
to incorporate data-driven marketing to our plans to maximize results.  (See Figures 2-4)  And, because 
the overall plan was so successful for CDW, we are continuing all programs moving forward in 2012. 
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We successfully met the campaign objectives to build awareness and perceptions, drive engagement, 
and increase site traffic: 

- +7 pt lift in awareness across all placement types 

- +2pt lift across key campaign attributes 

- +125% increase in overall CTR vs. launch period benchmark 

- +125% improvement in overall CPC vs. launch period benchmark 

- +300% incremental lift in site visitation post campaign exposure 

- +85% incremental lift in search activity post campaign exposure 

- +20% increase in site traffic contribution YoY 

- +40% improvement in rich media interaction rate (and better than industry benchmark) 

- Renegotiated Q4 2011 media plan resulting in +20MM incremental impressions (20% increase) 
within the same budget 

- Reduced overall site list by 40%, concentrating only on best performers 

But most importantly, overall campaign success contributed to record-high year and quarter growth for 
CDW in 2011: 

- FY2011 net sales of $9.6 billion, up 9.1% YoY 

- FY2011 gross profit margin of $1.6 billion, up 14.1% YoY 

- Q4 net sales of $2.5 billion, up 9.3% YoY 

- Q4 Gross profit margin of $413.3 million, up 15.8% YoY 

“CDW achieved all-time highs for net sales, gross profit and Adjusted EBITDA for the year, and we had 
the best fourth quarter in our history,” said Thomas E. Richards, chief executive officer of CDW. “We 
achieved our 2011 objectives of profitably growing faster than the market while investing in additional 
selling resources, service delivery capabilities and brand building. For the full year, CDW delivered 9.1 
percent net sales growth, gross profit margin expansion of 70 basis points and Adjusted EBITDA growth 
of 19.2 percent on a year-over-year basis. I am particularly proud of our coworkers who drove these 
outstanding results despite greater economic uncertainty in the second half of the year.”   

* CDW Reports Full Year and Fourth Quarter Results for 2011 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2: Campaign performance optimizations led to significant increases in engagement and efficiency 
for the brand program. 

  

 

Figure 3: Learnings applied to all digital media led to significant increase in overall engagement 

 

  

Figure 4: Learnings applied to all digital media led to significant increase in click efficiency 
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